INTUICOM, INC. COVID-19 “Coronavirus” Statement

The world is wrestling with an issue of enormous scale and human impact, and our hearts go out to all who have been affected by the outbreak of coronavirus (COVID-19).

At Intuicom, we are committed to the health and well-being of our employees and the safety of our workplace. We are equally committed to serving the needs of our customers, and business partners. Because Intuicom delivers mission-critical communication solutions that support the Critical and Essential business sectors and services of our country, our production facilities and essential operations have and will remain open during the periods designated by the Executive Stay-at-Home orders. As our society continues to work to “open-up”, we have begun to take measures to bring our operations back to some normalcy, while ensuring we take the necessary steps to protect the health and safety of our employees.

At Intuicom, our employees are the heart of who we are. In addition to the ongoing high level of support we provide to our employees, we are carefully following guidelines provided by health officials; federal, state, and local governments; and the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC). We continue to maintain a number of additional measures to protect the health of our team, including:

- Suspending most business travel
- Restricting access to our facility by visitors
- Requiring employees who are experiencing symptoms of illness to stay home
- Assuring employees have proper social distancing
- Requiring mask wearing in common spaces.
- Encouraging frequent and effective handwashing
- Limiting face to face interaction

Our management is meeting regularly to assess the situation and instituting additional measures as the situation evolves. We are closely monitoring all developments related to the coronavirus and are prepared to adjust our operations and procedures as needed to ensure the health and well-being of our customers and employees.

I want to personally thank all of our employees and customers for their support and cooperation as we navigate through this unprecedented period.

Sincerely,

Tom Foley,
President & CEO